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About This Game

HoloLAB Champions is a virtual reality chemistry game show, where you complete lab experiments to become a Champion of
lab practice. Interact with equipment and materials that you'd find in an actual lab. You must finish your experiments safely and
accurately to earn points for entrance into the Hall of Brains. Scoop, pour, and burn your way to mastery in the HoloLAB. Your
holographic host Earl and his sidekick Meyer guide you through a series of mini-labs that lead up to an ultimate lab challenge.

Score achievements and do your best to earn an elemental trophy in this amazing Labstravaganza.

Virtual Lab Practice. Real Lab Mastery.
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Let me start by saying this game was NOT what I expected at all. When I spoke to the devs at schell games back when this was
dubbed \u201csuperchem\u201d I was under the impression that it was gonna be a sandbox open chem lab with every substance
available for me to mix and experiment with to my hearts content. I was looking to blow things up and make dangerous mixes
But if that what your looking for go get \u201cchemist\u201d on your smartphone. However. This game still gets a
recommendation from me because it\u2019s super informative. Teaches you how to properly read measurements. And explains
the proper use of each piece of equipment and proper chemistry terms. I would love an open lab all chems on the table free play
kind of update. But for 8 bucks it\u2019s cheap fun and informative. So for anyone interested in basic chemistry this games a
win.. This game is some serious, serious fun.

As a participant in something like TV game show about chemistry, your task is to do quite a few excercises teaching you
basically how to use a lab (and about safety in one, don't forget your goggles!). Your job is mostly to find out chemicals and get
a certain amount of them - but it's just incredibly funny, trying to determine whether or not you've reached your 38 ml in your
flask, since that one chemical creates a meniscus and it's not that easy to see it properly. The only con for me is the game's
length. It has only two "shows" and can be finished rather quickly. It doesn't really let you make experiments on your own, so if
that's what you look for, you may be disappointed. Other than that, it's a terrific piece of VR game that I can recommend to
everyone.. I bought this the day it came out and I am impressed by how polished the game is. Even pouring liquid is smooth. I
looks fantastic as graphics come and quite fun. I hope they add more competitions as there are only 2 as of now, but you can
replay and master the competitions all you want. I would highly recommend this game if you are interested in science and
chemistry. 10\/10
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